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One of the primary goals in developing countries as Senegal consist in identifying outbreaks of
endemic and communicable diseases, and preventing their spreading in the country and neighboring
countries, without having a major health surveillance system. A possibility, exploited in the current
work, is to analyze call records to infer mobility patterns and then the natural flow of epidemic contagion between individuals. The analysis is applicable in the full range of scales, from individuals
to regions, providing a proxy for monitoring outbreaks and prevent their spreading. Our proposal
consists in a memory-driven mobility model that captures the mobility patterns beyond the state
of the art, by assigning high resolved probabilities to transitions between different arrondissements.
Moreover, we complement the model with a game theoretical approach to the dilemma faced by individuals affording counter-measures to the epidemic spreading. Our results allow an accurate tracking
of an epidemic outbreak, and provides enlightening control parameters to reduce the incidence of
the spreading process based on cost reduction and social reinforcement.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, among the issues that low-income countries
are facing, healthcare is probably the most urgent. In
these countries, a significant fraction of the population
lives in rural areas where infrastructures are often limited and physical information campaigns might be costeffective. Additional concerns are related to the difficulty
in accurately mapping important socio-economic indicators as poverty and health.
Recently, the private collaboration between researchers
and mobile operators opened the door to a new way to
gather information about the population through mobile
phone data recorded by mobile carriers and indicating the
closest mobile tower where an individual actively uses his
or her mobile device. This possibility triggered a wide variety of studies showing, for instance, that mobile phones
heterogeneously penetrated both rural and urban communities, regardless of richness, age or gender, providing
evidences that mobile technologies can be used to build
realistic demographics and socio-economics maps of lowincome countries [1]. Mobile phone call records have been
successfully used in a wide variety of cellphone applications as, for instance, to estimate population densities
and their evolution at national scales [2], to confirm social theories of behavioral adaptation, where individuals
change their patterns of communication to increase the
similarity with their new social environment [3] and to
capture anomalous behavioral patterns associated with
a broad range of events, from religious and official holidays to earthquakes, floods, violence against civilians and
protests [4]. Even more recently, the public availability
of mobile phone data sets thanks to data challenges [5, 6]
further revolutionized the field by allowing ubiquitous
sensing for mapping poverty, more efficient transportation planning, accurate monitoring of social segregation
and information campaigns optimization to reduce epidemics spreading [7–15].

Although mobile phone data have biases and might
not be representative of the whole population in some circumstances, they provide, at the same time, one the most
powerful tools for reality mining, sensing complex social
systems, studying human movement data and a valuable
proxy for human mobility studies [16–19]. The possibility to use individuals’ call detail records (CDR) allows
to quantify mobility patterns that influence the spatial
spread of infectious diseases, with important applications
to containment and eradication programs, increasing the
interest in understanding human dynamics its impact on
the spreading of transmittable diseases [10, 20–33].
In this study, we capitalize on the high-quality mobile
phone data provided in occasion of the second edition
of Data for Development (D4D) challenge [6] to address
healthcare issues in Senegal, with particular attention to
diseases such as HIV AIDS and Tuberculosis, transmittable from human to human. Although the encouraging results achieved by Senegal in response, for instance,
to HIV, certain social groups as sex workers still have
very high rates close to 21%. Prostitution has been legal in Senegal since 1969, under severe restrictions, making Senegal a leading country in the fight against AIDS.
However, many women and men are either not aware of
being infectious or they do not want to make it evident to
their family and the institutions, to avoid being marked
as prostitutes, homosexuals or individuals having sexual relationships with prostitutes [34–39]. In fact, this
introduce a healthcare problem that prevent infectious
people from doing medical tests and using prophylactics
during their sexual activity. Remarkably, it has been
recently shown that the role of clients in networks created by commercial sex workers is not marginal, because
traveling clients shorten network distances between distant network neighborhoods and thus facilitate contagion
among them more than sex workers [40].
For these reasons, we focus our attention on modeling
the transmission of diseases in the population of Senegal while accounting, simultaneously, for mobility among
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different arrondissements and the dilemma emerging in
the adoption of an innovation (e.g. condoms in the case
of AIDS) or a prophylaxis (e.g. treatments suggested by
World Health Organization in the case of Ebola). To
this aim, we introduce a memory-driven human mobility
model inferred from CDR and we extensively show that it
better captures existing correlations in mobility dynamics, being more suitable than classical memoryless models [26–28, 30–32, 41, 42] for realistic simulations oriented
to policy-making based on short-term predictions. We
consider a susceptible-exposed-infected-recovered (SEIR)
transmission model within each arrondissement, modeled
as a meta-population with homogeneous mixing, and we
show that memory in human mobility is responsible for
slowing down the spreading of a disease. Finally, this
complex dynamics is coupled to the dilemma of adopting an innovation (or a vaccination), accounting for the
socio-economic costs associated to individual’s choice.
Our results can be used to propose an efficient dissemination strategy, based on social reinforcement and with
roots on adoption dilemma, that makes individuals more
likely to adoption when they are made aware, through
mobile phone alerts or online social network platforms,
of the risks associated to the opposite behavior.
This work is organized as follows: In Sec. II we describe the available data sets and how we use them for
subsequent models and analysis. In Sec. III we introduce
our human mobility model based on adaptive geographical memory. In Sec. IV we describe the disease spreading
model coupled to mobility between arrondissements. In
Sec. V we introduce the human dilemma of innovation
(or vaccination) adoption, unifying such dynamics with
human movements through the country and the contagion spread. We summarize and discuss the implications
of our findings in Sec. VI and, finally, we complement
this study by including appendices where we explain our
methods in more details and where we provide more detailed supporting analysis.

II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA SETS

In this study, we make use of all data sets provided
by the D4D Challenge, some supplementary data sets
provided by partners and an additional ad hoc data set
built by us for the challenge.
The data provided by the D4D Challenge concern
communications 1666 communication towers distributed
across Senegal. In particular, three data sets are provided and described in the following. “SET1” reports
the number of calls, their duration and the number of
short texts exchanged by each pair of towers, aggregated
on an hourly basis. We exploit this information to map
communication patterns between different areas of the
country (i.e. the arrondissements). “SET2” provides the
source of calls from about 300,000 users in a two-week
period, giving information about the location (at tower
spatial resolution) of the user when she or he makes a call.

Different sub-sets are provided, each one containing information about independent samples of users. We exploit
this data set to investigate the stochastic fluctuations in
human movements, to understand to which extent the assumption of homogeneous mixing in a meta-population
model is satisfied (see App. D for details about this analysis). Finally, “SET3” provides 500 millions call records
of about 150,000 users along one year at a coarser spatial resolution (i.e. arrondissement level) than SET2. We
use this data set, spanning a larger period of time than
SET2, to map individuals’ movements among different
arrondissements.
Demographics information has been obtained from the
Senegal data portal1 , suggested as an additional official
resource for the Data for Development Challenge 2014.
It is worth noting that information has been manually
checked against inconsistencies and data about population for the arrondissements of Bambilor, Thies Sud,
Thies Nord, Ndiob and Ngothie were not available. We
reconstructed the missing information by combining mobile phone activity and available demographics data (see
Appendix and Fig. A.1 for further details). These data
have been used to infer more realistic contact rates to be
used in viral spreading simulations. The contacts among
individuals are generally quite difficult to track at country level. Their rate varies depending on several social
and demographical factors such as age, gender, location,
urban development, etc. [43–47]. Nevertheless, there are
evidences from European and African countries that, on
average, the number of daily physical contacts among individuals range from 11 to 22 [43–47]. In this work we
consider the same contact rate for all arrondissements belonging to the same region. Our choice is justified by the
lack of detailed data about the population density per arrondissement. Moreover, we assign 25 contacts per day
to the region with highest density (i.e. Dakar) and we
rescale the contact rate of all other regions proportionally to the ratio between their density and the density of
Dakar, assuming that the minimum contact rate can not
be smaller than 10 contacts per day. We obtain a contact
rate between 10 and 11 for all regions, except Dakar.
Finally, we use an external data set to build an additional layer of communication that can be exploited,
together with mobile phone calls, to target individuals in
different arrondissements for information dissemination.
We built this data set after monitoring the Twitter activity in the country and considering all geo-localized tweets
posted by individuals from 23 Nov 2014 to 25 Dec 2014
(33 days). The total number of collected tweets in our
data set is 67,914, covering the 88.9% of departments and
100% of regions, corresponding to a potential sensing of
75% of the whole population.
We show in Fig. 1 three maps of Senegal, color-coded
by different information used throughout this paper,
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Figure 1. Maps of Senegal arrondissements color-coded by different information, namely population, mobile phone activity and
Twitter activity. See the text for further details.

namely population, mobile phone and Twitter activity
corresponding to each arrondissement.

III.

MODELING HUMAN MOBILITY IN
SENEGAL

We consider geographic areas, identified here at arrondissement level, as n nodes of a network embedded in
space, where links encode mobility flux from one area to
another one.
The movement of individuals between two areas is inferred from mobile phone activity records provided with
the Data for Development Challenge 2014 (see Sec. II for
details). Let A be the set of all n = 123 physical arrondissements of Senegal. The physical mobility network,
represented by the adjacency matrix M, consists of the
physical nodes connected by edges weighted by the fraction of people moving between pairs of arrondissements.

A.

First and second-order models

A standard approach to model this type of dynamics [26–28, 30–32, 41, 42] is to consider each node as a
state of a Markov process, obtaining the flux between
any pair of nodes from consecutive calls, and to build a
mobility matrix Mij encoding the probability that an individual in node i will move to node j (i, j = 1, 2, ..., n).
More specifically, if ` indicates an individual and L is the
number of all individuals in the data set, then
L
P

Mij =

`=1
n P
L
P
k=1 `=1

(`)

(`)

mij

,

(1)

(`)

mik

where mij is the number of times the individual ` makes
at least one call in arrondissement j after making at least

one call in arrondissement i. We do not impose a specific time window to calculate transitions, to avoid introducing biases and undesired effects due to the choice of
the temporal range and it is worth remarking that other
normalizations can be considered depending on data and
metadata availability [32]. In the following, where not
otherwise specified, we consider the mobility matrix obtained from the whole period of observation (see Sec. II
for details). This model is known as “first-order” (or
1-memory) because the present state is the only information required to choose the next state. Although very
useful, this has the fundamental disadvantage that it does
not account for mobility memory. In fact, it is very likely
that an individual moves to a neighboring area (by means
of a car or public transportation) to work and after a few
hours he or she will go back to the original position. This
effect has been shown to be relevant also at much larger
scale, e.g. at country level, where individuals fly from
one city to another and often go back to their origin instead of moving towards a different city [48]. This memory is an intrinsic property of human mobility and must
be taken into account for a realistic modeling of people
movements between different geographic areas. When
memory is taken into account, each physical node (e.g.,
i ∈ A) is replaced by the corresponding state-nodes (e.g.,
i C j ∈ Ã if memory is of order 2) encoding the information that an individual is in arrondissement i when he or
she comes from j. While M encodes information about
the network of n physical nodes, we need to introduce a
new matrix M̃ to encode information about the network
of n2 state-nodes, accounting for all binary combinations
(e.g. k C j, j, k = 1, 2, ..., n) between physical nodes.
We clarify the difference between first-order and
second-order model with one example, by considering
mobile phone calls made by an individual during travels between three American cities, namely Chicago (C),
San Antonio (S) and Baltimore (B). Let SSSCCCCSSSSBBBBBCCCBB be the sequence of his or her calls during the period of observation. We show in Fig. 2 the
transitions calculated using the two models (Fig. 2A and
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Figure 2. Mobility models built from a representative sequence of mobile phone calls (SSSCCCCSSSSBBBBBCCCBB) made
by an individual during travels between three American cities, namely Chicago (C), San Antonio (S) and Baltimore (B).
The first-order and second-order models fail to capture evident returning patterns, whereas the adaptive memory approach,
introduced in this work, correctly identify such patterns (see the text for further details).

Fig. 2B, respectively). While physical nodes corresponds
to the three cities, state-nodes involve information about
the current physical node and its mobility relationship
with another physical node. For instance, the fact that
the individual makes a call in San Antonio conditioned
to the fact that he or she made previously a call while
in Chicago is encoded in the state-node labeled by CS,
corresponding to S C C following the notation introduced
above. The second-order mobility model would better
capture the probability of returning patterns as S C C C S
(see Fig. 2), with respect to a first-order model, if the
data used to build the corresponding transition probabilities were GPS traces. However, this is not the case
of the present study, where calls are used to infer movements. In fact, when direct information about mobility
is not available and indirect methods have to be used,
a second-order Markov model can not be directly employed, because the memory in the sequence of calls can
be quite different from the memory that should be accounted for in the sequence of movements. This is clear
from the example shown in Fig. 2 where movement patterns like S C C C S and S C C C B are not captured
from the bare sequence of calls that, conversely, favors
patterns like C C C C S and S C S C C as expected from
a simple second-order model.

B.

Adaptive memory-driven model

To overcome the issues of first-order and second-order
models, here we propose a more general approach, that
we name, in short, adaptive memory. As in the secondorder model, we build the transition matrix between all

possible 2-states, but instead of counting transitions in
the sequence of calls, we count transitions in the sequence
of unique movements. The main drawback of a secondorder model is that the memory about the starting physical place, e.g. S, is lost after the second consecutive
call in C (i.e. ...SCCC...), an evident undesirable effect.
Here, we propose to preserve the information about the
starting physical place by introducing the self-transition
C C S ← C C S: if the probability of this transition is
larger than zero then the individual started his or her
movements from state-node C C S and he or she is assumed to stay in this state, corresponding to the call
pattern C C C... ← C C C ← C C S. The resulting mobility transitions between the three areas are quite different from the previous models, as shown in Fig. 2C. The
adaptive memory approach correctly captures the existence of the returning pattern S C C C S, at variance
with the second-order model, and assigns a much higher
probability to this transition if compared with the value
obtained from the first-order model. Moreover, while a
first-order model introduces spurious mobility patterns
as S C C C B, that are not observed in the sequence of
movements, the adaptive memory approach successfully
identify the absence of such transitions.
In general not all transitions between state-nodes are
allowed. In our adaptive memory mobility model all
second-order transitions like k C j ← j C i (including
the case k ≡ j ≡ i) are allowed and encode the movements starting in node i and ending in node k while
passing through node j. However, our model allows (forbids) transitions that are forbidden (allowed) in a canonical second-order Markov model. The adaptive memory model does not allow transitions like j C j ← j C i
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Figure 3. Mobility flow among a sub-set of Senegal’s arrondissements using two different models, first-order (A) and adaptive
memory (B). This circular visualization is suitable for identifying mobility patterns (for instance, see [49]). The size of the flow
is proportional to the width of the link and different colors are assigned to different links. The direction of the flow is encoded
by the gap between link and circle segment at destination: links closer (farther) to the circle indicate origin (destination).

(with j 6= i), otherwise allowed in a second-order Markov
model, where the memory about the origin physical node
i would be lost. In our model, this kind of dynamics corresponds to a self-loop in the state-node j C i, i.e. the
transition j C i ← j C i. The adaptive memory model still
defines a Markovian process between state-nodes, but it
should not confused with a second-order Markov process
because it can not be reduced to the first-order model
represented in Fig. 2A.
The impact of adaptive memory approach on modeling
human mobility is significant and becomes evident when
empirical data are used. In Fig. 3 is shown an emblematic
case, where the modeled mobility flow among a sub-set of
arrondissements is considered under the constraint that
individuals must pass through Kael (arrondissement in
the department of Mbacke, region of Diourbel) after departing from their origin and before reaching their destination. The figure shows the mobility modeled by means
of first-order approach and adaptive memory, putting in
evidence the different mobility patterns in the two cases.
For instance, the adaptive memory model captures returning patterns (i.e. movements like X → Kael →X) better than the first-order model. Moreover, the significant
mobility pattern Ndame → Kael → Colobane exhibited at
first-order turns to be fictitious when memory about origin is taken into account as in the adaptive memory approach. Such differences are fundamental because they
dramatically affect the outcome of simulated dynamics
devoted, for instance, to the prediction of traffic conges-

tion or epidemics spreading.

C.

Mobility equations

To build a consistent model of spreading dynamics accounting for human mobility patterns at country level,
we first introduce a suitable framework that will allow us
to write the equations of the dynamics in a compact and
elegant form. In the following, to avoid confusion we use
Greek indices for state-nodes whereas Latin indices will
be used for physical nodes.
The dynamics of a first-order Markov model is governed by the mobility matrix M whose elements Mij =
p(j|i) corresponds to the probability that an individual
would reach physical node j if he or she was in physical node i at the previous step. Similarly, the dynamics
of the adaptive memory model is governed by M̃ where
elements M̃αβ = p(β|α) corresponds to the probability
that an individual would reach state-node β if he or she
was in state-node α at the previous step. It is worth remarking that α, β = 1, 2, ..., n2 provide a convenient alternative representation of states j C i and j C k, whereas
i, j = 1, 2, ..., n. In general, mobility matrices M and M̃
are not symmetric.
To quantify the impact of adaptive memory in modeling mobility, we simulated the movements of thousands
of individuals departing from each arrondissement inde-
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Figure 4. Evolution over time of mobility descriptors using first-order (FO) and adaptive memory (AM) modeling. Coverage
(A) averaged over all nodes, mean return time (B) averaged over all nodes and global mean first passage time (C), obtained
by averaging over all mean first passage times – excluding return times. The error bars indicate the standard deviation from
the mean. The difference between the curves corresponding to the two models tends to rapidly increase over time. (Note that
the temporal axis is in logarithmic scale). The coverage and the mean return time are also calculated in each arrondissement
separately and a scatter plot between their ranks obtained using FO and AM mobility models are shown in panels D and E,
respectively. Color codes the relative difference between the values obtained from the two models, size is proportional to the
population of the Department including the corresponding arrondissement as sub-administrative unit. In panel F is shown the
relative difference between the mean first passage times obtained using FO and AM mobility models (color-coded), for each
origin-destination pair.

pendently and exploring the network for six months2 ,
according to mobility matrices M (FO) and M̃ (AM).
We considered three widely adopted descriptors of such
dynamics, namely the coverage – defined as the fraction of nodes visited within the considered time window
assuming to start from a specific origin, the mean first
passage time – defined as the expected time required to
move between any pair of origin and destination nodes –
and the mean return time – defined as the average time
required to come back to the origin node [50–55]. We
show in Fig. 4A, B and C how these descriptors evolve
over time when first-order (FO) and adaptive memory
(AM) models are used. The difference the two models in
any mobility descriptor tends to increase over time and
to be statistically significant already after one month.
More in detail, we consider the coverage and the mean
return time for each arrondissement separately, by averaging over hundreds of independent random realizations,

2

The distribution of the delay between two successive calls observed in the data is long-tailed. The median of this distribution
is approximately 1 hour, fixing the physical time scale of our
simulations. Six months correspond to almost 4500 iterations.

and then we rank the nodes accordingly to answer questions like “from which arrondissement the diffusion runs
faster through the country?” or “what is the average
time to wait for a diffusive agent to go back to its origin?”. In Fig. 4D and Fig. 4E the ranking obtained by
using the first-order model is shown against the one obtained by using the adaptive memory model. Although
the two ranking are correlated, as expected, it is evident
that arrondissements favoring diffusion in one case do not
behave similarly when memory is accounted for, with the
coverage estimated using AM systematically smaller than
the coverage estimated using FO (the relative difference
ranges from -25% to -40%). A similar result is found for
the mean return time, with relative differences ranging
from -80% to 20%. Our findings are robust even if the
mobility matrix is built from monthly observations: we
show in Fig. B.5 and Fig. B.6 the results obtained for the
coverage and the mean return time by considering mobility in each month separately. Moreover, we show in
Fig. B.4 an analysis of the similarity between monthly
mobility that reveal interesting seasonal patterns. In
Fig. 4F, for each origin-destination pair we show the relative difference between the mean first passage times obtained using first-order and adaptive memory mobility
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models. Note that in the adaptive memory case, the
mean first passage time is calculated for each arrondissement by averaging over times of the corresponding statenodes. The difference range from -110% up to 360% in
some cases. The first-order model favors a faster diffusion
that leads to a smaller first passage time with respect to
adaptive memory model (the underestimation is on average 50%), whereas the return time, whose values can
be obtained from the diagonal entries of the mean first
passage time matrix, is significantly overestimated by the
first-order model.
These results have deep implications on applications
where short-term or long-term predictions of the dynamics of a process (e.g. epidemics spreading) where human
mobility is actively involved. In fact, a first-order model
favorites a faster diffusion whereas the adaptive memory
model predicts a slower diffusion through the network,
slowing down, for instance, the spreading of an epidemics
as shown further in the text.
In the following, we use the mobility matrices corresponding to first-order and adaptive memory to build two
different mobility models. Let Ni (t) indicate the population of the physical node i ∈ A at time t, then the
n mobility equations describing how the flux of people
diffuses through the network are given by
Ni (t + 1) =

n
X

Mji Nj (t).

(2)

j=1

In the case of adaptive memory, we indicate by Ñα (t) the
population of the state-node α ∈ Ã at time t and the n2
mobility equations required to describe the same process
are given by
2

Ñα (t + 1) =

n
X

M̃ρα Ñρ (t).

(3)

ρ=1

The population in each physical node at time t is given
by the sum of the population in the corresponding statenodes. It is worth remarking that, in general, the matrix
M̃ can be a function of time as well and the equations
would keep their structural form.
IV.

MODELING INFECTIOUS DISEASE
SPREADING IN SENEGAL

In general, it is not possible to model with a high
accuracy level the spreading of any disease, because of
the huge variability in infection profiles and dynamics.
For instance, diseases can be transmitted from human
to human by physical contact, by exchanging fluids and
through air, or in many other cases they requires carriers (e.g. insects or animals) for the transmission. Diseases like HIV or Ebola are quite complex and in general
depend on many factors like sexual behavior (the basic
reproduction rate of HIV is 4 for the homosexual population in the United Kingdom and 11 for female prostitutes in Kenya) or resistance to policies. Nevertheless,

Figure 5. Interactions between susceptible and infected individuals in a meta-population. The SEIR transmission model
involves four different compartments, with individuals being
in one compartment or another depending at which stage of
the disease they are (susceptible, exposed, infected, recovered
or removed). In the first-order mobility model (A), susceptible individuals in the compartment S can be infected by individuals in the compartment I within the same physical node.
In the adaptive memory mobility model (B) susceptible individuals in each state-node can be infected by interactions
(here indicated by dotted arrows) with individual belonging
to the compartment I of any other state-node within the same
physical node.

such diseases, together with measles, chickenpox, hepatitis, cholera and plague, can be still modeled by classical
SEIR epidemiological dynamics for an appropriate choice
of parameters. Here, we use a SEIR profile coupled to our
adaptive memory mobility model to simulate the spreading dynamics of a disease, like the ones described above,
between Senegal’s arrondissements.
In the following, we consider a static transition matrix for simplicity. A model of disease spreading coupled
to mobility is easier to build when the dynamics is governed by a first-order mobility matrix, where each node is
an arrondissement with an initial population that moves
from one place to another according to modeled mobility
patterns. In this scenario and in absence of information
about the underlying contact network in each arrondissement, we consider each node as a meta-population where
any individual can interact with all the other individuals
in the same node, although extensions to heterogeneous
mixing [21, 24, 56] would be possible depending on data
availability. Conversely, in the case of higher-order models, as in the adaptive memory case, the meta-population
is considered at state-node level and non-infected individuals in a state-node might interact with infected individuals in other state-nodes corresponding to the same
physical node (see Fig. 5).
Some important transmittable diseases affecting Senegal in the past or at the present time, like AIDS, different strains of hepatitis, cholera and plague3 , can
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not described by simple epidemiological models. In
fact, pathogens responsible for these diseases reproduce
rapidly within the host, who are infected but not yet infectious, and are not blocked by the immune system at
the very beginning, although their abundance is too low
to be transmitted to other susceptible individuals. This
stage is modeled by adding an “exposed” compartment
to the traditional Susceptible-Infected-Recovered model,
leading to a SEIR compartmental model [62–64]. In the
following, we adopt a SEIR epidemiological dynamics
coupled to mobility to model the spreading of diseases
like the ones described above. In the case of diseases
like AIDS it is important to account for the difference
between homosexual and heterosexual contacts, as well
as the possibility of vertical transmission, etc. Moreover,
with a good level of approximation a SEIR model is still
able to give insights about the spreading of the Ebola
disease [65, 66], although more sophisticated approaches
can be used [67, 68]. Here we do not focus on Ebola,
because the recent outbreak in the West Africa did not
affect Senegal thanks to the prompt response plan of its
government to the case confirmed on 29 August 2014.
Nevertheless, to keep the description of the model as simple as possible, we will not consider such complex models,
that can be easily integrated in the theory in more specialistic studies.
The discrete time step of the following models is ∆t =
1 hour, approximately the median between two successive
calls from the same individual. The parameters are demographics and epidemiological. Demographics parameters include the birth B = B̃∆t and death δ = δ̃∆t probability, whereas epidemiological parameters correspond
to the latent period τE of the infection, from which the
probability  = ∆t/τE to pass to the infectious state is
calculated, and the infectious period τI , from which the
probability γ = ∆t/τI to recover from or die because
of the infection is calculated. The last parameter is the
effective transmission probability

c ∆t
Ii (t) i
βi (t) = 1 − 1 − β̃∆t
,
(4)
Ni (t)
an arrondissement-dependent parameter that depends on
the average number of contacts per unit of time ci had
by an individual in node i, the fraction of infected individuals in that node and the transmission risk β̃∆t in
case of contact with an infectious individual. In fact,
the definition of βi (t) induces a type-II reaction-diffusion
dynamics [21] accounting for the fact that each individual does not interact with all the other individuals in
the meta-population, but only with a limited sample. If
the number of infected is small (i.e. Ii (t) ≈ 0) the Taylor expansion of βi (t) truncated at the first order gives
the classical factor β̃∆tci ∆t NIii(t)
(t) [64]. It follows that the
equations describing the average spreading of a disease

according to a SEIR model coupled to first-order mobility are given by
Si (t + 1) =
Ei (t + 1) =
Ii (t + 1) =
Ri (t + 1) =

j=1
n
X
j=1
n
X
j=1
n
X

Mji [(1 − δ − βj (t))Sj (t) + BNj (t)]
Mji [(1 −  − δ)Ej (t) + βj (t)Sj (t)]
Mji [(1 − γ − δ)Ij (t) + Ej (t)]
Mji [(1 − δ)Rj (t) + γIj (t)]

(5)

j=1

whereas the coupling to the more realistic adaptive memory mobility model is given by
2

S̃α (t + 1) =

n
X

h
i
(α)
M̃ψα (1 − δ − β̃ψ (t))S̃ψ (t) + B Ñψ (t)

ψ=1
2

Ẽα (t + 1) =

n
X

h
i
(α)
M̃ψα (1 −  − δ)Ẽψ (t) + β̃ψ (t)S̃ψ (t)

ψ=1
2

I˜α (t + 1) =

n
X

h
i
M̃ψα (1 − γ − δ)I˜ψ (t) + Ẽψ (t)

ψ=1
2

R̃α (t + 1) =

n
X

h
i
M̃ψα (1 − δ)R̃ψ (t) + γ I˜ψ (t)

ψ=1
bα
n cn+n



P

(α)
β̃ψ (t)



=1−
1 − β̃∆t


I˜ρ (t) 




Ñρ (t)

ρ=b α
n cn+1
bα
n cn+n

P

ci ∆t
(6)

ρ=b α
n cn+1
2

where N (t) =

n
P

Ñψ (t) is the total population in the

ψ=1

country at time t, b·c indicates the floor function and is
used to identify the sub-set of state-nodes corresponding to the same physical node the population S̃α belongs
to. We refer to App. C and Fig. C.7 and C.8 for a comparison between agent-based simulations and theoretical
expectations in the case of a Meningitis outbreak4 .

V.

MODELING THE ADOPTION DILEMMA IN
SENEGAL

Preventing and containing severe diseases like AIDS
or Ebola require the efforts of the community, although

4

senegal, see also [57–61].

n
X

Senegal faced an outbreak of this disease in 2012, see http://
www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs141/en/.
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care must be taken in assuming that targeted individuals will adopt prevention or treatment policies. Emblematic cases are community-based strategies in the city
for sex workers, shown to fail unless significant changes
to the institutional arrangements are achieved [69]. In
fact, theoretical models developed to reduce infection incidence generally assume that such super-spreaders will
always agree to be vaccinated or adopt the innovation,
completely neglecting the effect of policy resistance [70].
Voluntary adoption is often unlikely to be the best strategy, unless a huge disproportion between the perceived
risk of disease and vaccination is in act and it has been
shown that, in some cases, the perceived cost of the disease must be orders of magnitude higher than the perceived cost of vaccine-associated side effects for a successful adoption campaign [71], leading to very complicated dynamics [72]. Nevertheless, targeted information
campaigns [10, 73, 74] have been shown to increase individual’s awareness about the disease, causing spontaneous behavioral changes in the population [75–77] that
can not be neglected to correctly inform public health
decisions [78]. The recent outbreak of Ebola in West
Africa5 provided evidences that prevention and containment strategies based on information dissemination on
specific geographic areas [10] can be very effective, as in
Senegal6 and Nigeria7 .
Here, we wonder if other strategies based on social mechanisms can be also effective in preventing the
spreading of a severe communicable disease like Tuberculosis, Meningitis, Measles, AIDS or Ebola, to cite some
ones that can be modeled by a SEIR dynamics.
We consider a population where a communicable disease is introduced, and infected individuals have a certain probability to transmit it to susceptible individuals.
People getting sick suffer the effects derived from the illness symptoms, e.g. nausea, headache or joint pain. If
we put such effects in terms of “fitness”, a sick person
has smaller fitness than a healthy one, because he has to
live with these symptoms. One way to model this scenario is by assuming that an infected individual has to
pay a penalty P in terms of fitness. Now imagine that
some individuals get aware of a preventive measure, e.g.
vaccination, usage of contraceptives, etc, that can reduce
the probability of getting infected after a contact with an
infectious individual. Such a measure has a cost c that
all people who adopted it (A) have to pay, not just in
economic terms but also in social terms – e.g. the social penalty for a woman found with condoms could be
even higher than the cost of infection in some societies.
We indicate people who do not adopt the measure by
¬A. Despite the reduction in the probability of being
infected (β¬A >> βA ), in the worst scenario some indi-

5
6
7

http://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/outbreaks/
2014-west-africa/
http://www.who.int/features/2014/senegal-ebola-sms/en/
http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/nigeria_76251.html

viduals who adopted the measure could still be infected
(βA ≥ 0): they have paid the cost for the adoption and
they are also infected [79]. This last possibility, together
with the previous ones, raises in each individual an adoption dilemma where he or she must choose to adopt or
not the countermeasure based on what it is going on in
his or her neighborhood and on information provided by
news broadcasters. In our model, we take into account
all the possible outcomes of the prevention strategy and
we summarize in Tab. I the different fitness for different
infection/adoption scenarios.

¬ Adoption
Adoption

¬ Infection Infection
0
P
c
c+P

Table I. Possible fitness scenarios used in the adoption
dilemma where c is the cost associated to the adoption of
a preventive measure and P is the penalty that an individual
gets when he or she gets infected. Individuals that adopt the
suggested countermeasure and also get infected pay a higher
penally c + P . The values of c and P has to be negative in
order to be considered a loss in terms of fitness.

In the following we consider diseases modeled by SEIR
dynamics (see Sec. IV). In this case, the adoption of
the countermeasure makes sense when susceptible (or exposed) individuals try to reduce their chances of getting
infected. It is worth noting that exposed individuals,
as susceptible ones, are targeted for the adoption process
because they are not aware of having got the disease, and
they also want to reduce their chances of getting sick. As
we will show, this behavior has interesting implications
on the evolution of the dynamics. Infected and recovered
individuals do not need to use countermeasures because
they have already got the infection.
The adoption process works as follows. An infectious
agent is introduced in a healthy population; the infection
follows its course until it reaches a predefined penetration level, after which some fraction of individuals adopts
the preventive measure(s). This phase can be obtained
by using an informative campaign about the benefits of
adopting the countermeasure. At each time step each
individual (susceptible or exposed) evaluates his or her
neighborhood and employs a strategic choice based on
his or her perception of how good is to adopt or not the
countermeasure. This evaluation is performed in terms
of the fitness, by computing the average fitness of the
individuals that adopt or not the countermeasure. The
equations that model how the fitness is calculated in the
scenarios described in Tab. I are given by
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Figure 6. Comparison between the temporal evolution of a spreading process not accounting (A) and accounting (B) for social
dilemma dynamics. The fraction of susceptible, exposed, infected and recovered individuals in the whole country is shown for
each model versus time. Non-adopter individuals get infected with probability β¬A = 0.07, whereas adopter individuals get
infected with probability βA = 0.0007. The cost of the adoption (c) is considered to be 1% of the penalty for being infected P .
The absolute difference between adoption and non-adoption dynamical processes is shown in panel C.
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Figure 7. Temporal evolution of a spreading process coupled to adoption dilemma dynamics (parameters are the same of
Fig. 6). The fractions of susceptible (A) and infected (B) individuals, in the whole country, who have adopted or not the
countermeasure are shown versus time. The temporal evolution of the fitness is shown in panel C for both strategies.

fiA (t) = c ·



SiA (t) + EiA (t)
NiA (t)


+
htR i

IiA (t) + e− ω RiA (t)
+ (c + P ) ·
NiA (t)
!
htR i
Ii¬A (t) + e− ω Ri¬A (t)
¬A
fi (t) = P ·
,
Ni¬A (t)

!
,

(7)

where XiY indicates adopters (Y = A) and non-adopters
(Y = ¬A) in a given compartment (X = S, E, I, R and
the whole population N ).
Equations (7) take into account the frequency of the
different kinds of SEIR individuals in the populations,
describing how the spreading dynamics and the adoption
dynamics are coupled with each other. It is worth discussing here the role played by recovered (R) subjects in
the calculation of the fitness. Recovered individuals have

paid the cost of being infected at some point although,
after recovering, they tend to forget that cost with time,
reducing the impact on the average fitness. We model
htR i
this behavior by introducing a factor e− ω that reduces
the weight of recovered individuals in the calculation of
the fitness, by accounting for the average time htR i that
they have spent in this state and for a parameter ω that
specifies how fast the weight decays to zero.
After computing the fitness, individuals start imitating other individuals in their neighborhood. People tend
to imitate the behavior of successful individuals, whereas
individuals using the worst strategy in terms of fitness
tend to change their strategy proportionally to the expected gain they will obtain after changing. This process
is known as proportional imitation. If the fitness of the
individuals who adopt the countermeasure is better than
the fitness of the ones who do not adopt it, then the
probability that an individual is a non-adopter is given
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become non-adopters is given by:

by

Π¬A→A (t) =

fiA (t) − fi¬A (t)
.
|c − P |

(8)

Conversely, if the fitness of adoption is worse than the
fitness of non-adoption then the probability that individuals who adopted the countermeasure will leave it to

ΠA→¬A (t) =

fi¬A (t) − fiA (t)
.
|c + P |

(9)

Our model, accounting simultaneously for the human
mobility between meta-populations (using our adaptive
memory approach), the spreading dynamics and the
adoption dilemma is given by the equations
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(10)

ψ=1

where there is an equation for each SEIR compartment
and the two classes of adopters (A) and non-adopters
(¬A). The fitness variables are given by
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and effective transmission risks are given by
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Figure 6 shows the temporal evolution of a spreading
process that allows individuals to adopt a countermeasure (B) compared with a process that does not allow it
(A). The results reveal significant differences between the
two processes. The most important is the final fraction
of individual that do not get infected (i.e. the susceptible ones). We find that if the process does not allow
adoption then the whole population gets infected within
a finite amount of time. However, if we allow adoption
then the system shows a significant fraction (≈ 20%) of
the population who is able to avoid getting infected during the whole period of the outbreak. Another interesting result concerns the duration of the infective process,
a bit longer in the case when adoption is allowed. Nevertheless, the total number of infected people during the
outbreak is smaller when we introduce countermeasures
in the system.
We show in Fig. 7 how the populations of adopters
and non-adopters evolve over time. We consider that,
at the very beginning, the 10% of targeted individuals
adopt the countermeasure, being 9% susceptible and 1%
exposed ones. In this specific example we put in evidence
the role exposed individuals who are allowed to adopt the
countermeasure, with significant consequences on the dynamics. In fact, if an exposed individual, who is already
sick, becomes an adopter then he or she will become infected and will propagate the idea that the countermeasure is not working correctly in his or her case. This
behavior has a dramatic impact on the average fitness

of individuals who adopt the countermeasure, because in
the initial steps of the simulation this fitness is smaller
than the fitness of non-adopters. Nevertheless, as the
fraction of infected non-adopter people increases, the fitness of non-adoption strategy decreases while the fitness
of adoption also increases because infected individuals
who adopted the countermeasure start to get recovered.
In this case, almost all susceptible individuals perceive
the benefits of adopting the countermeasure and start to
use it. At some point the number of infected individuals
reduces and people perceive that non adopting the preventive policy might be a good strategy: therefore, the
fitness of non-adoption becomes larger than the fitness of
adoption and people stop using the countermeasure. As
a consequence of this decision, an increase in the number
of new infections is observed and people start adopting
the countermeasure again. Remarkably, we observe such
cyclic changes in the adoption strategy until the infection
is over, after which individuals have no more incentive to
keep using the countermeasure and stop adopting it.
We show in Fig. 8 the results concerning the simulation
of a highly transmittable disease, like measles, with transmission risk 0.3 for non-adopters and 0.0001 for adopters,
latent period of 1 day and recovery period of 3 days.
The 1% of Parcelles Assainies (region of Dakar) population is initially infected and a contact rate of 25 per
day is considered. The simulation including adoption
dilemma (c = −0.001, P = −1, ω = 24, started in the
same arrondissement) shows that the geographical incidence (Fig. 8A and Fig. 8B) of the disease is dramatically
reduced already in the first day of the outbreak, with respect to a first-order mobility model without accounting
for the adoption dynamics. The first-order model overestimates the contagion incidence because it favors a more
diffusive spreading than adaptive memory model. Our
findings show that the first-order model predicts a higher
number of arrondissements infected by the disease and,
at the same time, predicts a higher fraction of infected
population per arrondissement (Fig. 8C-F). The higherorder mobility model coupled to the adoption dilemma
provides a more realistic description of the spreading process and, in fact, it predicts a slower and less dramatic
spreading through the country.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing, we have presented a model that improves significantly our prediction of the incidence of epidemics based on mobility patterns inferred from call detail records. The basic idea is to account for roundtrips
by storing information about (memory) departure and
arrival inferred from CDR and to take advantage of such
information to infer mobility tracks. The adaptive memory model is complemented with a social dilemma that allows to explore initiatives based on social reinforcement,
tax reduction, etc. to alleviate the cost (economic, cultural, social, etc.) of individuals who adopt countermea-
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Figure 8. Simulated spreading of an infective disease in Senegal. The spatial incidence at arrondissement level after 1 day
is shown for for the first-order (A) and the adaptive memory plus adoption dilemma (B) models, where the color gradient is
proportional to the number of infected individuals. The temporal evolution of the number of infected arrondissements obtained
from both models is shown in panel C, whereas we show their relative difference in panel D. The percentage of infected
individuals per arrondissement with respect to the arrondissement’s population is calculated and the median of the resulting
distribution is shown in panel E, whereas the relative difference between the two models is shown in panel F.

sures suggested by policy makers against epidemic processes. The results of our model are accurate enough to
design targeted campaigns, using mobile phone communication channels, to widespread social action for weakening the incidence of an epidemics. In the case of Senegal, we were able to map with high resolution, at the
level of arrondissements, the predicted incidence of the
disease after a specific outbreak. These results could be
of capital importance in helping policy-makers to simulate and forecast the outcome of their interventions in
the health system. We devise that the current results

can be enhanced by i) using transition matrices at tower
level instead of district level; ii) considering the temporal evolution of the mobility matrices; and iii) including in the model additional layers of information awareness. All these facts makes the current work not a final
method but an innovative starting point for new developments in social sensing and forecasting methods, where
more high-quality social data from other sources (e.g.
Twitter, Facebook) can be accounted for in a multilayer
framework [80–82] (see Fig. 9) to ameliorate health policies devoted to predict, contain and eradicate contagion
spreading.
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Appendix A: Inferring Missing Demographics Data
from Mobile Phone Data

Available demographics data for men and women separately are scattered against available mobile phone activity data. Our analysis reveals that a second-order polynomial model in log-log scale is suitable describe the observed correlation, as shown in Fig. A.1. Although more
refined data could be used, we find this approach to be
a reasonable trade-off between simplicity and accuracy,
and we used the fitted polynomial model to infer the population in Bambilor, Thies Sud, Thies Nord, Ndiob and
Ngothie, where mobile phone data are available where
demographics data are missing.
We investigated the possibility to obtain similar demographics information from another data set, i.e. the geolocalized activity on Twitter in Senegal. Although the
statistics of tweets is not comparable to the one of mobile phone data used in this study, we found encouraging
correlations between twitter activity, mobile phone activity and population in each arrondissement (see Fig. A.2A

Figure A.1. Second order-polynomial model (solid line) fitting
the log-log relationships between the observed mobile phone
data and demographics data (points), where for the latter
men (A) and women (B) population where fitted separately
thanks to data availability.

and B), suggesting that Twitter can be used as a communication layer complementary to mobile phone communications.

Appendix B: Monthly Mobility Flow

We have also studied the difference between the firstorder and the adaptive memory mobility models for each
month separately, instead of considering the whole year.
The results are shown in Fig. B.3 for odd months. Remarkably, in the first-order model the patterns across
months are stable, whereas thanks to the adaptive memory model it is possible to capture changing patterns over
time.
To identify the emergence of different patterns over
time, we first calculated from simulations the mean first
passage time matrix T̃ij (τ ) between all origin-destination
arrondissement pairs (i, j = 1, 2, ..., n) for each month
separately (τ = 1, 2, ..., 12), using the adaptive memory
mobility model. For each pair of months τ1 and τ2 , we

Figure A.2. Second order-polynomial model (solid line) fitting the log-log relationships between the observed Twitter
geo-localized activity and demographics data (A) and mobile
phone activity (B).
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Figure B.4. Similarity matrix, based on Frobenius distance,
between mean first passage time matrices calculated from
monthly observations. The dendrograms are shown as a guide
to the eye, to ease the identification of months with similar
mobility patterns.

calculate the Frobenius norm of their difference
v
uX
2
u n 
T̃ij (τ1 ) − T̃ij (τ2 )
||F ||2 (τ1 , τ2 ) = t

(B1)

i,j=1

to perform a similarity analysis among mobility in different months. The resulting similarity matrix is shown
in Fig. B.4, putting in evidence interesting seasonal patterns. This study confirms that models involving longterm mobility should make use of time-varying mobility
matrices to obtain more realistic results.
Finally, we show in Fig. B.5 and Fig. B.6 the results of
analysis concerning the coverage and mean return time at
arrondissement level (see Fig. 4D and E), obtained by using the first-order and the adaptive memory models, and
mobility matrices obtained from monthly observations.

Figure B.3. Mobility flow among a sub-set of Senegal?s arrondissements using two different models, first-order (FO) and
adaptive memory (AM). Monthly mobile phone data have
been used in this study. The circular visualization is as in
Fig. 3.

Appendix C: Agent-based Simulations versus
Spreading Model

To understand the impact of mobility modeling on
the spreading of transmittable diseases compatible with
SEIR epidemiology, we consider a communicable disease
like Meningitis, with transmission probability β̃ = 0.013,
an average contact rate ci = 14 individuals per day (equal
for all arrondissements), a latent period τE = 1 day and
a recovery period τI = 5 days. As initial condition, we
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Figure B.5. As in Fig. 4D, but considering mobility models from monthly observations. The coverage is calculated in each
arrondissement separately and a scatter plot between their ranks obtained using FO and AM mobility models are shown. Color
codes the relative difference between the values obtained from the two models, size is proportional to the population of the
Department including the corresponding arrondissement as sub-administrative unit.

consider an outbreak involving 0.01% of the population
of Parcelles Assainies, in the region of Dakar. In Fig. C.7
and C.8 are shown, for completeness, the comparisons between results obtained from agent-based simulations and
our analytical models (first-order and adaptive memory,
respectively) of the spreading dynamics coupled to human mobility. In both cases, an excellent agreement be-

tween theoretical expectation and simulation is obtained.
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Figure B.6. As in Fig. 4E, but considering mobility models from monthly observations. The mean return time is calculated in
each arrondissement separately and a scatter plot between their ranks obtained using FO and AM mobility models are shown.
Color codes the relative difference between the values obtained from the two models, size is proportional to the population of
the Department including the corresponding arrondissement as sub-administrative unit.

Appendix D: Stochastic Fluctuations in Human
Movements Observed in Mobile Phone Data

It has been recently shown that human mobility is
more predictable than expected [23, 26, 85], with locations visited rather regularly by the same individual.
Although it is difficult to study human mobility from

CDR only, because of the low resolution compared, for
instance, to GPS records, it is possible to gain very interesting insights about human behavior. We consider the
data provided in SET2 and for each individual in each
sub-set we built the time-ordered list of towers where he
or she made a call. To analyze high-quality data, we restrict our attention on individuals who visited at least
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Figure C.7. Comparison between the predicted number of infected people in 20 agent-based simulations (gray solid lines)
and our analytical model (dashed line) of spreading dynamics coupled to first-order human mobility. The green solid
line indicates the average over all stochastic simulations. The
temporal evolution of the incidence is shown for two different
arrondissements (panels A and B) and the whole country (C).

three different towers and who made at least 1000 calls
within two weeks. Each time-ordered sequence is a symbolic sequence, where a symbol represents the tower ID.
We transform each symbolic sequence into a numerical
sequence obtaining a time series. It is worth remarking that the analysis performed in the following is robust
with respect to the choice of the mapping from symbolic
to numeric values, being a dynamical invariant the quantity we are interested into.

Figure C.8. Comparison between the predicted number of infected people in 20 agent-based simulations (gray solid lines)
and our analytical model (dashed line) of spreading dynamics coupled to human mobility modeled by adaptive memory.
The green solid line indicates the average over all stochastic
simulations. The temporal evolution of the incidence is shown
for two different arrondissements (panels A and B) and the
whole country (C).

We use detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) to analyze the resulting time series. The description of the
DFA of non-stationary time series is out of the scope
of the present work and we refer to [86] for details. In
this context, it is worth remarking that DFA is a useful
tool to investigate the scaling of fluctuations versus time
scales in detrended time series. This scaling often follows
a power-law where the exponent is known as Hurst ex-
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Figure D.9. Detrended fluctuation analysis of human movements. Each analysis has been performed on an independent subset
(from P01 to P25) of SET2, confirming the stability of the results (to ease the visualization, here only subset from P01 to P06
are shown). The distribution of calculated Hurst exponent is shown in panel A, with a peak close to 1.5, corresponding to pure
random walk dynamics. The goodness of the fit is calculated by Pearson’s R2 , whose distribution is shown in panel B for the
considered trajectories: almost all values are larger than 0.85. In panels C and D the Hurst exponents, one for each mobility
trace, are scattered against the number of unique towers visited and the number of calls made by the individual, respectively;
solid lines represent the best linear regression models and suggest that Hurst exponents are weakly correlated with the number
of unique towers and not correlated with the number of calls.

ponent and it is strictly related to the fractality of the
underlying dynamical system. A Hurst exponent of 1.5
provides a clear evidence that fluctuations have the same
dynamical properties of a random walk. The Hurst exponent is obtained by fitting the power-law scaling relationship and, in our case we observed that a reasonable
scaling region was always present for time scales smaller

than 60 hours. We show the result of our analysis in
Fig. D.9.
Our results suggest that even if human movements are
often regular and quite predictable on average, fluctuations in those movements are often described by a random walk dynamics. This result also suggests that the
hypothesis of homogeneous mixing is not a bad approximation.

